IT Business Analyst - Digital Banking, Athens

ADVENTAGE FSE • Greece

DESCRIPTION

As an Advantage FSE Business Software Analyst, you will be responsible for the analysis of business needs of our Clients. You will participate in the design & implementation of solutions in challenging projects for our Clients in countries of all 5 Continents.

What will you be doing?

After being trained in our solutions, you will be expected to:

- Understand, analyze & transform business requirements into software solutions.
- Identification and gathering of bank informational needs and banking system requirements.
- Utilize analysis tools and techniques to ensure completeness & accuracy of business requirements.
- Document requirements & produce functional specifications for software development.
- Work closely with our Product Development, Software Engineering & Quality Assurance teams for the design & implementation of new features & services.
- Preserve & optimize the quality of our solutions, while proactively ensure the highest level of quality standards in the solutions provided to our Clients.
- Functional Requirements Analysis
- Follow market trends & evolution of specific business area and develop proposals for solution enhancements.

REQUIREMENTS

Who are we looking for?

- Passionate & talented Software Analysts, with prior related experience in requirements’ gathering, analysis, documentation, implementation & testing.
- Self-motivated individuals with strong analytical thinking and problem solving skills. Ones who have the mindset to innovate and the ability to prioritize tasks & meet challenging schedules at a top-notch quality level and always focused on our Clients’ needs & absolute benefit.
- Professionals who are eager to learn and who apply both solid judgement & an open-minded approach when researching solutions.
- Team players who can create consensus whilst also challenging ideas & assumptions.

What do your qualifications look like?

- University degree in Computer Science or Business studies
- 3-5 years of related prior experience in digital banking software or FinTech
- English language at least C1 Cambridge level, while knowledge of Spanish will be considered a plus.